
Enjoy 6% off China Eastern airfares with ICBC CEA Friends Credit Card 

 

Promotion Period  

Sales Period: 01 September 2022 to 31 August 2023 

Travel Period: 01 September 2022 – on/before 31 August 2023 (based on the departure date of 
the first international segment)  

Travel Blackout Dates: 

Departure from Singapore to Mainland China:  

05 - 08 October 2022, 25 January- 01 February 2023 

Departure from Mainland China to Singapore:  

29 September - 01 October 2022, 10 – 20 January 2023 

Applicable Cards 

ICBC CEA Friends Credit Card 
 

Routes Applicable: 

Direct or transit flights from Singapore to Mainland China (vice versa), including one-way, 

round-trip and open jaw. 

 

Promotion Details            

Enjoy 6% off China Eastern airfares with ICBC CEA Friends Credit Card 

 
 

Route Cabin  Discount Rate  Promotion Code  

Singapore to Mainland China (vice 
versa)  Direct flights  

Eg：from Singapore to Shanghai    

Business class: D 

 
6% SGICBC1 



 
Booking: 

 
   China Eastern Singapore Branch Office 
    Address: 6 Shenton Way #20-10, OUE Downtown 2, Singapore 068809 

Tel: 6222 3456   

Website: https://sg.ceair.com  

Promo code:【SGICBC1】OR【SGICBC2】 
 
       

Merchants Terms and Conditions 

1. When purchasing tickets on official website, the promotion code 【SGICBC1】or【SGICBC2】
must be entered accordingly to the corresponding itinerary. If the code is not entered, you will 
not be able to claim the respective airfare discounts after the completion of the payment.  
2. Discount is applicable to ticket fare only, and is not applicable to airport tax and fuel 
surcharges. 
3. The booking classes are subject to seats availability when purchasing on the website.  

4. The promotion is applicable to flights with code of MU/FM and operate by China 
Eastern Airlines or shanghai Airlines only. 
5. This promotion cannot be used in conjunction with other offers on the website.  
6. For more information on ticket change, cancellation and endorsement please refer to the 
fare terms and conditions before purchasing your ticket. 
7. For any other matter that is not mentioned, kindly refer to China Eastern Airlines relevant 
international general regulations. 
8. China Eastern Airlines and ICBC Singapore Branch reserve the right to interpret, adjust and 
terminate the campaign.  

 
 
ICBC Terms and Conditions 

1. “ICBC” means Industrial and Commercial Bank of China Limited.  

2. Payment must be made using ICBC Singapore Branch CEA Friends Credit Card. 

3. This promotion is subject to these Terms and Conditions and the Merchant’s Terms and 

Conditions. 

4. ICBC is not an agent of the merchant and will not accept any liability in relation thereto. 

5. ICBC shall not be responsible for the quality, merchantability or fitness for purpose of the 
products and services provided by the Merchant. Any dispute in relation thereof shall be 
resolved directly with the relevant Merchant. ICBC shall not be held liable for any loss, injury, 
damage or harm suffered in connection with or arising from the products and services 
provided by the Merchant.  

6. ICBC reserves the right to terminate this promotion at any time without prior notice to 
Cardholders. ICBC accepts no liability for such termination.  

Singapore to Mainland China (vice 
versa) Transit flights     

Eg: from Singapore to Qingdao via 
Shanghai   

Premium class: P 

 

Economy class: 

M/E/H/K/L/N/R/S 

SGICBC2 

https://sg.ceair.com/


7. These terms and conditions are prepared in English and Chinese, in the event of 
inconsistencies, the English version shall prevail. 

8,  Accessing the Bank's website through third party links is at one's own risk. The Bank is not 
responsible for the content, accuracy and security of third party websites. 

 

 


